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Abstract
While physical models remain the mainstay of the water and environmental industry, numerical
simulations using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are increasingly common and provide a
comparatively inexpensive and rapid way to study catastrophic conditions and validate designs.
However, available computational resources have often restricted the use of CFD to certain
classes of problems, such as the modeling of spillways and intakes. A novel addition to the
commercial CFD package FLOW-3D bypasses this restriction by solving the full 3-D NavierStokes equations in parts of the computational domain and solving the simpler 2-D depthaveraged flow equations in other parts of the computational domain. This unique approach
reduces the computational overhead required for many simulations and consequently allows the
simulation of previously intractable configurations, such as 3-D dam breaks and the subsequent
downstream flooding. To validate the hybrid approach, FLOW-3D was used to replicate an
experimental study of an instantaneous dam break. The resulting mean relative error in the
numerical solution is less than 6% when compared to the physical experiment.
Introduction
Flooding due to dam failure can have catastrophic consequences and is of significant concern to
dam safety professionals. A number of methods have been developed for predicting the outcome
of a dam breach including flow behavior, inundation locations and depths, and possible damage
and loss of life. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is one of the most cost-effective options
in the water and environmental industry for modeling catastrophic conditions and validating
designs for safety and environmental criteria. CFD proves especially useful wherever flows are
complex and difficult to approximate with physical models; some common examples of CFD
models for water resources include spillway flows under probable maximum flood (PMF)
conditions, hydraulic performance of fish passages and river intakes, and models of large scale
flooding due to dam breakage.
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CFD models can be limited by the relevant scales of the computational domain: finely-detailed
3-D solutions over large domains require tremendous computational resources. 2-D (depthaveraged) solutions are more efficient but neglect vertical flow components, thus making them
less general. The present work tests a unique hybrid approach that combines 3-D and 2-D
modeling to capitalize on the strengths of each. The results of the simulation, performed with the
commercial software FLOW-3D, are compared to physical experiment. References [5-9]
document additional dam-break modeling validation tests of FLOW-3D.
Experimental Setup
The numerical accuracy of FLOW-3D was tested against a benchmark experiment of a nearinstantaneous dam break measured at the University of Leuven (UCL Belgium) hydraulics lab
[2]. The experimental facility is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Experimental facility for the L-channel test. Units are in centimeters. [2]
The setup consists of an upstream square reservoir connected to a rectangular channel with a 90
degree bend, steel bottom, and glass side walls. The effective Manning’s coefficient was tested
and found to be about 0.006 s/m1/3. A guillotine-type gate separates the reservoir from the
channel and is lifted rapidly to cause a wave of water to propagate into the channel.
Gauges are used to measure water depth with respect to time. The gauges collect data at a
sampling rate of 0.1 seconds. Data from three probe points (probes 1, 3 and 5) are available in
the referenced paper and are used for comparison with the numerical model. Gauge 1 is located
in the reservoir. Gauge 3 is located at 1.85 meters from the reservoir in the channel upstream of
the bend. Gauge 5 is located 0.57 meters from the inner corner channel downstream of the bend.
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Numerical Model
FLOW-3D version 10.1 was used for the numerical simulation. The CFD package applies the
original volume-of-fluid (VOF) method of Hirt and Nichols [3] for tracking fluid motion with
transient free surfaces. 3-D turbulent effects and shear stresses are modeled with the
renormalized group (RNG) k-ε turbulence model with mean surface roughness height estimated
from the experimental Manning’s n. 2-D turbulence effects and shear stresses are modeled by
shallow water equations with mean drag coefficient also estimated from the experimental
Manning’s n. The computational domain consists of a 3-D grid defining the reservoir with 4-cm
cubic cells adjacent to a 2-D grid representing the channel with 2-cm square cells. Measurement
probe locations match those in the physical experiment. The grids, channel geometry, and probe
locations are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Numerical model domain, solid geometry, and measurement probes.
Results
Physical and numerical water depths are compared at the three monitoring locations described in
[2]. While the uncertainties related to the measurements of the physical probes are not provided
in the source paper, CFD modeling includes inherent uncertainty related to iterative solution
methods, convergence tolerances, discretization in space and time, and rounding error, as well as
uncertainty related to the accuracy of the assumptions made in the mathematical models [2].
These are difficult to quantify individually but their cumulative effects commonly result in
approximately 5% mean relative error for free surface hydraulic models [1].
Probe 1, shown in Figure 4, measures the reservoir free surface elevation during 40 seconds of
draining. The reservoir draining curves match closely: the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is less
than 3.8 mm and the mean relative error is less than 0.7%.
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The numerical and physical depths in the channels are measured over 20 seconds at probes 3 and
5. Results are shown in Figures 5 and 6, and also match very closely. RMSE is less than 10 mm
and 6.3 mm, and the mean relative error is less than 6.0% and 2.4%, for probes 3 and 5
respectively. The larger error measures at probe 3 are related to the 1-second difference in arrival
time of the reflected wave front there; this may be due to inaccuracy in the estimated roughness
height and drag coefficient used in the numerical model.

Figure 3: Numerical surface elevation at 12 seconds. Image is colored by surface elevation.

Figure 4: Fluid elevation in the reservoir with respect to time.
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Figure 5: Fluid elevation in the first channel with respect to time.

Figure 6: Fluid elevation in the second channel with respect to time.
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Conclusion
A novel hybrid 3-D/2-D numerical model (commercial code FLOW-3D Version 10.1) was
compared to a benchmark physical experiment. Root-mean-square error and mean relative error
for primary and reflected wave heights were reported and found to be between 3.8 and 10 mm
(0.7% and 6.0%) at three measurement locations. The accuracy of the tested commercial code is
in keeping with the findings of other authors [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Additional testing will build
confidence in the hybrid 3-D/2-D model for dam-break and inundation modeling.
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